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Sculpture carries a long tradition in
Kuwait. Some local artists have been
creating sculptures here since the

1960s and chief among them is the well
known and widely respected Kuwaiti sculptor,
Sami Mohammed.

Two of his most important pieces are the
bronze statues of Kuwait’s late rulers — Amir
Sheikh Abdullah Al-Salem Al-Sabah and Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Salem Al-Sabah. 

The story of these two statues began
in 1970.

“The editor-in-chief of Al-Rai Al-Aam daily
at that time, the late Abdulaziz Al-Msaeid, vis-
ited my studio in 1970 and asked me to make
a statue of the late Amir Sheikh Abdullah Al-
Salem. I studied the personality of Abdullah
Al-Salem, who was a great person who made
huge achievements for Kuwait. I knew him
since I was a child, as he toured our neigh-
borhood and everyone loved him,”
Mohammed  told Kuwait Times. 

“I translated this love in this sculpture. I
tried to express the achievements in the stat-
ue, which made the piece more beautiful. We
received the materials from Al-Msaeid and
completed the statue in 11 to 12 months, as I
was working on it from morning to evening.

The statue was then cast in bronze in the
United Kingdom. I first worked on the statue
with clay, then moved to gypsum, and finally
to bronze in the UK,” Mohammed recalled.

It was tough and expensive work and the
process was long. The statue of the late Amir
Sheikh Sabah Al-Salem was also made in
the same way as per Msaeid’s request. “I
was young at that time, so I could work long
hours. Now I can’t work on such huge statues
as I can’t even climb. So I’m only doing small
sculptures,” he said. 

“After studying and traveling, I collected
ideas and decided to focus on humans and
their sufferings. I called the first sculpture I
made in 1970 ‘The Hunger’, showing a
woman hugging her baby. I was inspired by
the famine in India at that time. I tried to
express hunger and pain in this statue. I also
try to highlight human rights issues in my art-
works,” stressed Mohammed.    

One of his favorite artworks is called
‘Break Through’. 

“In this bronze statue, I show how a man
breaks through a wall, but is shocked by a
pillar in front of him that hits his face. This art-
work expresses various issues including poli-
tics and social rights. It has great symbolism,
and people outside Kuwait felt that it symbol-
izes repressive regimes. This statue repre-
sents a human trying to get out of one place
but reaches someplace worse. Through this
sculpture I tell people that they should not
give up, no matter what their problems are,
till they reach their desired goals,” he stated. 

Each statue has a different story. Another
special statue for Mohammed is the sculpture
of a man hit by a car, with his damaged body
covered with newspapers. “I called this statue
‘Off File Case’. It expresses how people don’t
care about an injured man on the road, and
this is what is really happening around the
world,” noted Mohammed.

Many of his artworks have attracted
authors to use his art for the cover of their

The bronze statue of Kuwait’s late Amir Sheikh
Abdullah Al-Salem Al-Sabah.


